
Every          everybody         everything
Everywhere               at the same time

The word "every" is similar to "all" but it is singular. We say 
"all the chairs are red", but we say "every chair is red".

Do we say "every student is good" or "every students are
good"?

We say every student is good.
Why?

Because "every" is singular

A
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Do you come here every day of the week?
No, I don't come here every day of the week; I only come
here once (or twice, three times etc.) a week.

Do you go to bed at the same time every night?
No, I don't go to bed at the same time every night; 
I go to bed at different times.

Is everything in this room the same colour?
No, not everything in this room is the same colour; some
things are red and some things are blue, green etc.

Does it snow everywhere in the world?
No, it doesn't snow everywhere in the world; in some
places it does and in some places it doesn't.
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rain            always
Is it raining outside now?

Yes, it's raining outside now ~
No, it isn't raining outside now.

Do you like walking in the rain?
Yes, I like walking in the rain ~
No, I don't like walking in the rain.

Does it always rain in your country?
No, it doesn’t always rain in my country;
sometimes it rains and sometimes it doesn’t rain.
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Does Thursday always follow Wednesday?
Yes, Thursday always follows Wednesday.

Does Friday always follow Thursday?
Yes, Friday always follows Saturday.

Does Sunday always follow Monday?
No, Sunday doesn’t always follows Monday;
Sunday always follows Saturday .

Is Christmas always on the 25th of December?
Yes, Christmas is always on the 25th of December

Is New Year always on the 1st of January?
Yes, Christmas is always on the 25th of December
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